Abstract: Web damage during prey capture in Hyptiotes paradoxus (C.L.KOCH 1834) (Uloboridae) H. p8radoxus -well known for its characteristic triangular web -has frequently been described to always completely collapse its web when catching prey. The aim of the present article is to show that this is not the case, and to discuss how the myth of the obligate complete collapse of the web has arisen and why it survived so well.
INTRODUCTION
We are often faced with the problem thatwe can not research everything ourselves and we therefore have to rely on published descriptions by others. Unfortunately, these descriptions are sometimes not very accurate or even incorrect, especially descriptions that have been copied from yet other descriptions. Repeated copying inevitably leads to errors -we are all familiar with the telephone game where children sit in a circle and the first child whispers a phrase into the ear of the second one, and thi~ one repeats what it has understood into the ear of the third one, and so on I,mtil finally the last one says aloud what it has understood -usually something not even remotely resembling what the first child had started with. In science we have to deal with similar problems; WALTER (1999) describes nicely how the originally inaccurate description of the prey spectrum of Eresuscinnaberinus was altered and became even less correct over time with repeated copying.
The aim ofthe present article is to show the similar fate ofthe description of the web damage during prey capture in Hyptiotes paradox us, to do away with the misconception that H. paradoxus will always completely collapse its web when catching prey, and to discuss why nevertheless many descriptions refer to such a complete collapse.
H. paradox us is one of only two orb-weaving uloborid spiders in Central and Northern Europe (HEIMER & NENTWIG 1991) . It is usually found on dry twigs and branches of spruce where it builds its characteristic triangular web (cf. Fig. 1 ). 
DISCUSSION
Why has the inaccurate description that Hyptiotes will always completely collapse its web become so widespread during the last decades? Is it be.cause WIEHLE -who was the first to publish this mistake -is generally considered to be accurate? I think it is more than this. DAWKINS (1989) introduced the term "meme" to describe a thought or concept that is passed on from one· individual to the next (orton'lany others). Memes can be thought to be the cultural equivalents of genes. As with genes, there are mutations of memes and invasions of new memes (ideas) into an existing population. Some memes come to fixation, others disappear and are replaced by others. Memes -like genes -have differential survival values (i.e. have different probabilities to survive in the meme pool). We can consider scientific concepts like OORER's rhinoceros, the prey spectrum of Eresus cinnaberinus (WAL TER 1999) or the fate of the web of Hyptiotes after prey capture to be such memes. When we analyse the survival values of these memes, we find -in accordance with the prediction by OAWKINS (1989)-that memes with a high sensational value (e.g. "Eresus cinnaberinusfeeds on fast and strong beetles" or "the web of Hyptiotes always collapses completely") survived better than their less spectacular alternatives. When reviewing the publishing history of the fate of the Hyptiotes web after prey capture, it can be seen that the number of incorrect descriptions has increased overtime. Before 1950, all but one descriptions I could locate were correct, whereas almost all descriptions published since then are incorrect. Why is there this increase in incorrect publications?
It seems likely that researchers in the last century had to rely on their own observations because it was known that printed descriptions could not generally be trusted. As an example, the oldest description of the web of Hyptiotes known to me (AUSSERER 1867) describes the web to consist of three or four radii where it in fact a/ways consists of four radii. In contrast, today's research is characterised with an ever increasing complexity of the subject. This requires more use of literature data than ever before which in turn -together with a high pressure to publish -is probably the cause for the observed increase in falsely copied descriptions.
ZUSAMMENFA$SUNG
Es wurde oft beschrieben, dass das charakteristische,dreieckige Netz von H. paradoxus beim Fang einer Beute vollstandig zerst6rt wird. Oiese Arbeit zeigt auf, dass dies meist nicht der Fall ist und diskutiert, wie sich der Mythos der obligaten vollstandigen Netzzerst6rung bildete, und wieso er sich so weit verbreiten konnte.
.
